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Abstract

In this work the mathematical model of the water discharge to a clearance
is viewed for drawing a picture, demonstrating the setting of the water output
polluters cloud. At the first moment a cloud of small particles, being included in
V0 ⊂ V , is directed into the fluid volume. At the given primary distribution of
the mixture speed, that allows to forsee the concentration of polluting substances
in the river in accordance with a fixed scheme of the flow and a given discharge
of the polluters and to control the technological process at the clearing station

1. Introduction. Analysis of mass transfer processes has a great importance
while planning and developing water protection systems. However exact analysis of
these processes in the space time are impossible in majority of cases because of
awkwardness and absence of analytic solution of equation describing distribution
of calculated ingredient concentration in water reservoirs or drain sewerage system.
Besides, the number of possible variants as a rule, many times exceeds the num-
ber of really existing standard objects. Therefore, researchers and designers use the
mathematical simulation methods.

Mathematical simulation of ecosystems is an intensively developed scientific field
that achieved great successes at present. As direct experiments with natural ecosys-
tems are difficult and very often inadmissible and their possibilities of laboratory
simulations are very restricted, mathematical models are one of main instruments
of quantitative and practical control of aqueous ecological systems. The problems
on impurity propagation are determined by systems of partial equations reflecting
physical laws describing liquid motion in water-reservoir and different mass trans-
fer in it [3]. The problems of mass propagation in stationary aqueous flow in gen-
eral case are described by a system of partial differential equations including the
Navier-Stock’s equation (“hydrodynamics constituent”) and mass transfer equation
considering physico-chemical interaction of impurity with media and availability of
impurity sources. The availability of effective algorithm and calculation program, as
a rule, wholly defines possibility of application of this or other model; absence of
appropriate mathematical apparatus often leads to necessity of refusal from the cho-
sen conception of modeling or its simplification. Therefore, the problem of numerical
realization of ecological models is very urgent. Their use enables to shorten expensive
observation on location and get unique ecological predictions. Behavior of impurity
in aqueous medium depends on many factors: chemical (decay, combination with
other materials, fall-out); physical (transition between states, adsorption, coagula-
tion); hydrodynamic (transfer by flows and scattering in turbulent diffusion process):
biological (accumulation and transfer by sea bodies). In scientific-technical literature
[1-6] there is a great number of mathematical models of impurity propagation in
aqueous flow, considering the processes of aero oxidation of organic combinations
nitrification, denitrification, growth and atrophy of plankton and etc. All these mod-
els are intended for investigating concrete objects. Their application to other similar
objects is connected with serious difficulties, since the use of traditional methods of
identification requires, many experiments. Besides, input effect vectors and output
reactions have exclusively great dimension. And as the result, this complicates the
use of known models in concrete situation. Application of computing engineering
and up-to-date computer technologies opens new possibilities both before scientists
researchers and the persons and organizations accepting responsible decisions on
rational use of environment for the welfare of mankind. The required information-
expert systems will be intended for estimation, control and prediction of ecological




